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1. INTRODUCTION 

The 41t-fragment-spectrometer FOBOS (1,2], proposed for the first time in 1984 (3] 

with the aim to study heavy-ion induced reactions in the low and intermediate energy region of 

IO + I 00 AMe V, has been built at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions of the Joint 

Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna. It is now regularly operating in its full configuration 

for nuclear physics research. 

At that time planned for working at the beams of a proposed cyclotron-tandem facility 

[4), FOBOS is presently supplied by heavy-ion beams of the isocronos cyclotron U-400M 

which has recently been equipped with an ECR ion-source [5]. For ions up to about Xe this 

arrangement provides nearly the same beam energies as those expected from the cyclotron

tandem [6]. By means of projectile fragmentation, radioactive secondary-ion beams became 

possible. This opens a new perspective for heavy-ion research in the mentioned energy region. 

The spectrometer FOBOS has been designed for reaction studies in direct kinematics, 

i.e .. a light projectile impinges upon a heavy target nucleus. Since at bombarding energies 

higher than about 20 AMeV, the complete fusion scenario changes over to an incomplete 

fusion mechanism, the linear momentum (LMT) transferred,to the compound-like composite 

system stays relatively moderate. Depending on its mass and excitation energy (E*), the 

particle decay of this system is mostly characterized by the emission of 1 + 3 heavy fragments 

(e.g. fission fragments (FF) or heavy residues (HR)), a small number of fragments of 

intermediate mass (IMF), conventionally defined as being located between a.-paqicles and FF, 

a fairly large number ("" IO+ 30) of neutrons and a medium number of light charged particles 

(LCP). FOBOS is able to register charged reaction products only, from protons up to HR. 

Due to reaction kinematics, most of the ejectiles are directed into the entire solid angle (L\.Q). 

Therefore, the basic geometry of the detector set-up was chosen to be that of a sphere 

surrounding the target. The mechanical design represents a 32 face truncated isocahedron 

consisting of 20 regular hexagons and 12 regular pentagons. 

The intention to perform exclusive spectroscopy of charged fragments within a broad 

dynamic range, covering large intervals of atomic number (Z), mass number (A), and 

simultaneously a considerable part of solid angle 41t as well, requires some reasonable 

compromise between registration efficiency, detector granularity, detection thresholds, possible 

counting rates etc .. For this purpose, the so-called logarithmic_ detection principle has been 

applied. This principle consists of a combination of different types of detectors (mainly gas-
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filled and solid state detectors), so that a successive increase of the stopping power on the 

flight path of the particles is accomplished. The consequence is often a rather heterogeneous 

construction of the spectrometer, which for technical reasons seldom allows for a geometrical 

efficiency of actually 41t. 

The spectrometer FOBOS consists of three consecutive shells of particle detectors and 

a more granular forward array. A relatively long flight path of 50 cm between the target and 

the inner detector shell of position-sensitive avalanche counters (PSAC) is available for a 

precise time-of-flight (TOF) and coordinates (S,cp) measurement of fragments with Z > 2. 

By utilizing the TOF and · the pulse-height (Lill) information of the PSAC, a rough Z

identification is possible for heavy species not reaching the next detector shell, e.g. evaporation 

residues (HR). 

The second detector shell consists of 30 axial Bragg ionization chambers (BIC) which 

register the full energy-loss distribution (Bragg-curve) of the fragments stopped within the gas

volume. The residual fragment energy (ER) and the magnitude of the Bragg-peak (BP), being a 

measure of Z, are directly derived. From the TOF- and the ER ~information the masses (mi) of 

the fragments can be calculated applying a suitable correction procedure which takes into 

account the different energy losses in all the detector materials penetrated. Hence, the 

momentum vectors (pi) can be derived independently for each fragment (i) "event by event". 

This feature is a necessary condition for an exclusive measurement. 

Since the PSAC and BIC are not sensitive to low-ionizing LCP (Z = 1 + 2) a third, 

more granular, scintillator shell of Csl(Tl)-detectors [7] is arranged behind them. The LCP are 

analyzed by their signal pulse-height and -shape. Fast LCP do not affect the registration of 

fragments in the PSAC and BIC. Therefore, the correlations between fragments and LCP can 

be studied for all possible relative angles. Furthermore, the well known iill-E-meihod can be 

applied for the identification of high-energetic IMF which penetrated the BIC and are stopped 

in the scintillators. 

In each case, one PSAC, one BIC, and a mosaic of 7 Csl(Tl) scintillation counters are 

arranged in altogether 30 separate detector-modules [8] which are mounted to the central 

vacuum chamber from outside. The parameters of a particle,• measured• or derived from the 

signals delivered by a FOBOS module, are schematically drawn in fig. 1. 

Two of the pentagons of the main geometrical construction are used for the beam 

entrance and exit. A more granular concentric array ofphoswich detectors (see chapter 2.6) is 

placed inside the central vacuum chamber covering forward angles of S = 4.5°+ 26°. 
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Fig. I Parameters of charged particles, measured or derived from the signals delivered by a detector 

module. Different methods of analysis are applied, if 

(i) only the PSAC has fired (dotted lines), (ii) the PSAC and BIC have fired (thick full lines). 

(iii) only a Csl(Tl)-detector (l,2,3, ... 7) has fired (thin full lines). and 

(vi) the BIC and a Csl(Tl)-detector have fired (dashed lines). 

The logarithmically increasing stopping power of the different detector shells is illustrated by 

the given mean areal densities of the detector materials of the PSAC. BIC. and Csi(Tl)-cr,-stals 

for typical experimental conditions. 
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In the following chapters, main elements of the 4n-fragment-spectrometer FOBOS are 

described paying more attention to original and advantageous features than to the basic 

detection principles which are widely known from the literature. A general comparison with 

other 4n-devices is knowingly omitted, since every serious and detailed inspection of the 

detector capabilities rather demonstrates their complementary properties in nuclear research 

than any supersession. Some results obtained in the first series of experiments during the 

period of commissioning of this new spectrometer are mainly given for illustration of its 

properties. 

It has to be mentioned, that a similar 4n-array for charged fragments has been built at 

the Cyclotron Laboratory of the Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA [9]. The 

concept of the spectrometer FQBOS resembles it in general design, and several detection 

principles applied at this two devices are almost identical. Nevertheless, important properties 

and detector parameters of FOBOS could be reached due to the considerable amount of 

completely different technical solutions, in particular, due to the three times longer flight path. 

6 

2. FOBOS SET-UP 

2.1 Mechanical design 

The general lay-out of the spectrometer FOBOS is schematically shown in fig. 2. The 

central vacuum chamber [10] is a monolithic hollow body with an inner diameter of 1330 mm. 

From outside the basic shape is that of a precisely manufactured(± 0.2 mm) 32-face truncated 

isocahedron with circular holes in the centers of the.hexagonal (0 = 480 mm) and pentagonal 

(0 = 380 mm) .surface elements for mounting the 20 large and 10 small detector modules, 

respectively. The angles (S,<P) of the centers of the modules are given in tab. 1. 

The entrance tube to FOBOS has an inner"diameter of 300 mm. A cone of S"' 12° at 

the beam exit can house a special forward array. Two carrier columns support the detector axis 

at both sides. The evacuation of the· central volume is performed along the main axis. The 

vacuum connections to the beam line allow to rotate the fully mounted FOBOS device for 

changing the modules and for other services. 

The hexagonal- and pentagonal-shaped frames of the PSAC are mounted separately in 

front of the BIC entrance windows. Part of the mechanical structure of the BIC protudes into 

the central vacuum chamber. The PSAC of the first detector shell also form a truncated 

isocahedron-like shape at a distance of "" 50 cm from the target (fig. 2). Their sensitive areas 

are circles of 0 = 327 mm and 0 = 243 mm at the large and small detector modules, 

respectively. 

The conical shaped BIC have apertures of 260.0 msr (t.S = 33.08°) artd 167.8 msr 

(t.S = 26.54° ), respectively. This results in a total solid angle of 7.1 sr (56.5 % of 41t) covered 

by the PSAC, and 6.88 sr (54-7 % of 41t) covered by the BIC. 

The mosaics of 7 hexagonal-shaped Csl(Tl)-crystals are positioned together with their 

light-guides and photomultipliers inside the BIC cases covering 84 % of the BIC aperture. 

Rubber rings pressed to the phototubes serve as seals between the gas-volumes of the BIC and 

the atmosphere. 

The forward array of 92 phoswich detectors arranged in 6 concentric rings around the 

beam axis at distances of 10 + 25 cm from the target covers the interval of polar angles of 

S = 4.5° + 26.5°. It can be inserted into the central vacuum chamber through the exit cone. The 

outer ring of the forward array slightly overlaps with the BIC positioned in forward direction 

at <S> = 37.4°. 
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Fig. 2 General lay-out of the FOBOS spectrometer. Cross-sectional view of the central vacuum 

chamber with mounted detector modules (upper part). The beam enters from the left side. 

The exit cone at the right side houses the forward array. A cross-sectional view of the 

forward array is shown in the lower part. (For more clearness only half of the phoswich 

detectors are drawn.) The mechanical arrangement of fife large hexagonal PSAC surrounding 

one small pentagonal PSAC is shown in the central part. The circles define the sensitive areas 

of the PSAC. 

2.2 Position - sensitive avalanche counters 

The PSAC are based on the principles described in ref. [I I]. Three thin Mylar foils (1.2 

µm) are used as cathode and PSAC windows. The central cathode-foil is covered by 40 µg cnf 

2 thick Au layers. It delivers the tiUJ,ing signal. Two perpendicular wire-planes (made of 30 µm 

thick Au-plated W, spaced by I mm) are positioned at both sides from _the common cathode 

at a distance of 3 mm ± 50 µm. They serve as anode coordinate grids. The window foils are 

glued to special frames which can be changed individually in the case of leakage. The 

transparency of the PSAC amounts to 92 %. 

PSAC 

Tx 

TOF 
R 

R r--u r----, ! -- -" E 

••v ' ,, " • ~ T, 

cathode Y • wire plane 
X . wire plane 

Fig. 3 Principal scheme of the PSAC read-out. Delay lines are capacitively coupled to the X- and Y- wire 

planes. Three prcamplifiers (PA) for the coordinates and liming signals arc directly mounted to the 

PSAC frame. A fast linear amplifier (FLA) for the timing signal (TOF) drives the long cable line 

to the front-end electronics in the measurement hall. A CAMAC module contains the three 

constant fraction discriminators (CFD). 
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Pairs of neighboring coordinate wires are connected with conductive strips which are 

capacitively coupled to a wound read-out delay-line of 1 .4 ns rnrn·
1 

specific delay and 560 n 
impedance. The two delay lines of the coordinate grids are matched with resistors at one end 

and coupled to special read-out amplifiers at the other end. The cathode read-out circuit 

delivers an amplified current signal for timing and a charge signal for pulse-height analysis. All 

electronic channels are protected against damage in the case of spark discharges in the 

counters. The surface-mounted circuits and the delay lines are placed at nonsensitive areas 

directly inside the PSAC frames. The spatial resolution of the PSAC amounts to L'lx = Cly 

"" 1.5 mm. A principal scheme of the PSAC read-out is shown in fig. 3. 

The counter-gas is pentane at a pressure between 200 Pa and 800 Pa. The voltage 

(typically"" 500 V) is set about 5 V below the onset of spark discharges induced by feed-back 

effects after passing of the highly ionizing particles. This voltage level guarantees an effective 

registration of heavy fragments with a lower threshold of "" 0.05 AMeV. The efficiency of 

registration drops for a-particles at energies of 2: 1.5 AMeV because ofthe decreasing energy 

loss in the sensitive volume. 
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Fig. ~ Time-of-flight spectrum of a 206 Ra 

a-source measured by a PSAC against the 

timing reference signal of a small trans

mission avalanche counter. The energies of 

the a-lines are given in fig. 12. 

( a: irradiating the entire sensitive area; 

b: irradiating only a small central part of 

the PSAC) The time resolution is 200 ps. 

Using a 226 Ra a-source, the time 

resolution of the PSAC has been 

measured against a small parallel-plate 

avalanche counter which provided the 

START-signal for the TOF 

measurement. Fig. 4b represents a 

TOF spectrum where only a small 

central area of the counter was irradiated. Typically, the FWHM amounts to "" 200 ps. 

Irradiating the whole sensitive area of the PSAC (fig. 4a), the resolution becomes worse by a 

factor of about three. This is due to the influence of electronic signal delays. Therefore, a map 

of calibrated TOF signals was created for each PSAC (fig. 5) which can be used for a 

coordinate-dependent correction of the measured TOF. This procedure allows to define the 

TOF of the fragments with an accuracy of ""100 ps. 
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7 Fig. 5 Contour plots of 
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Fig. 6 Coordinate spectrum of a PSAC 

measured using a 226 Ra a-source. 

A typical coordinate spectrum measured 

with a 226 Ra a-source is shown in 

fig. 6. The shape corresponds to the 

aperture defined by the PSAC against 

the point-like source. The image of the 

supporting structure of the window 

foil of the BIC can be seen in the 
00 2CXx: 

PSA.C X - coordinate / chan1els coordinates scatterplot of fig. 7. 
500 1COO 1500 

-10 0 10 

PSAC coordinates I cm 

X 

Fig. 7 Shadow zone in the coordinates 

scatterplot of a PSAC imaging the 

supporting structure of the "'indow 

foil of the BIC. The plot is generated 

by correlated events in the PSAC 

and the BIC positioned behind it. 

A rough selection of heavy fragments by its mass can be carried out using the~ versus TOF 

scatterplot of the PSAC (fig. 8). The ER versus TOF scatterplot (fig. 9) delivers information 

about correlated and random events·necessary in the case of a pulsed micro-structure of the ion 

beam. In most cases a deflecting high voltage at the target can not be applied due to the 

residual pressure inside the central vacuum chamber mainly caused by the diffusion rate of the 
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working gas of the BIC through the thin window foils. Therefore, a considerable high o
electron background ("' 107 + 108 s·1

) correlated with the beam bunches has to be handled by 

the PSAC electronics. 
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Fig. 8 dE versus TOF scatterplot measured by a Fig. 9 ER versus TOF scatterplot measured by a gas -

PSAC for the reaction 14N (53 AMeV) + 197 Au. detector module for the reaction 
1
'N (53 AMeV) 

(FF - fission fragments, HR - heavy residues, + 197 Au. (Note that the time interval of the registration 

IMF - intermediate mass fragments) of heavy residues is considerably shorter than in the 

case shown in fig. 8.) 

Two advantages of the detector concept ofFOBOS should be emphasized : 

(i) The long flight path and the timing properties of the PSAC make it possible to apply the 

TOP-ER-method for the mass determination of the fragments instead of the ~-E-method 

which has its natural energy limits caused by the ~-detector. In other systems often heavy 

fragments (FF, HR) can not be identified (e.g. at the 41t-array INDRA [12] where small 

ionization chambers deliver the ~-information, but timing can not be used, or at the MSU 41t

array [9] where the compact detector design required more thick entrance windows of the BIC 

leading to considerably high registration thresholds). 

(ii) The excellent spatial resolution of the PSAC together with the mentioned principle of mass 

determination allows for a more precise determination of the linear momenta of the fragments. 
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2.3 Axial ionization chambers 

The principle of a BIC was first described in ref [ 13]. Since the electric field is parallel 

to the direction of the incoming particles, the registered pulse-shape of a fragment stopped in 

the gas-volume of the BIC represents an image of the specific energy loss on the ionization 

path, which is characterized by the Bragg-curve. The integral of the electronic charge created 

is proportional to the energy (ER) of the fragment, and the maximum of the ionization-density 

distribution of the fragment in its stopping path (BP) is a smooth function of Z (see also 

chapter 4.1.2). 

A sketch of the lay-out of the detector module is shown in fig. 10. 

pressure 
sensor 

PSAC 

delay lines 
preamplifiers 

scintillator 
shell 

Fig. 10 Sketch of the general lay-out of a detector module. 

The entrance windows of the large and small BIC, made of 1.5 + 3 µm thick 

aluminized Mylar, are of 0 385 mm and 0 285 mm, respectively. The sensitive depth of the 

BIC is 250 mm. To withstand the pressure of the working gas, the delicate window foil, which 

at the same time serves as cathode, has to be supported by a twofold structure - a heavy 

14 

carrier of a transparency of 94 % and an adjacent etched Ni-mesh having a cell dimension of 

0 2. 7 mm. Cells smaller than 0 3 mm are necessary, because, otherwise, the extremely thin 

foils would not hold gas pressures up to 100 kPa needed to stop most of the IlvIF within the 

sensitive depth. This mesh, however, reduces the transparency of the entrance window to only 

75 %, causing the most serious restriction with respect to the effective solid angle of the 

spectrometer. 

Together, the PSAC foils and the BIC win~ow foil create a dead layer for fragment 

spectroscopy of "' 510 µg cm-2
. The residual energy threshold for FF of "' 0.3 AMeV is 

lower by a factor of "' 4 compared with the MSU 41t-array (9], while the effective solid 

angle is smaller by a factor of s: 2. For the registration of FF, having typical c.m. energies of 

0.5 + 1.5 AMeV, this seems to be a good compromise. 

The shaping of the axial electric field is performed by 5 mm spaced Cu-strips coated on 

the inner side of the conical Teflon insulator. The voltage devider provides equal potential 

steps. The advantage of using a homogeneous field, also in a BIC with a large aperture, was 

already demonstrated in ref (14). 

The Frisch grid is placed IO mm in front of the anode. It consists of two perpendicular 

wire-planes (50 µm thick Cu-Be spaced by 1 mm). The anode is a 10 µm thick aluminized 

Mylar foil. The positive voltage is fed via a passive filter and attenuator to the anode and the 

Frisch grid to achieve optimum field strength relations [15). In typical experiments the BIC are 

filled with a P-10 gas-mixture (90 % Ar + 10 % CHi) at a pressure of 20 + 40 kPa and 

operated with an anode voltage of 1.5 + 3 kV. At the design limit of 100 kPa this voltage 

reaches 8 kV. 

Conventionally, the charge signal is split and shaped by two different time constants to 

deduce the ER- and Z-information of a BIC. In our case, the long electron drift-time (up to 

4 µs) would cause a considerably large ballistic deficit. Therefore, a new processing method 

has been developed which derives the ER- and BP-signals directly from digitized signal 

samples. The electronic set-up of this method has been published earlier [16], its principle is 

shown in fig. 11. The read-out system consists of a charge-sensitive preamplifier, a Bragg

curve digitizer (BCD) and a digital processor (BDP). The BIC-signal is shaped by a short time 

constant ( t = 0.2 or 0.4 µs) in a spectroscopic amplifier and further digitized by an 8-bit flash 

ADC with a quartz-stabilized sampling frequency of 10 :MHz. When a signal is recognized by 

the threshold comparator, two arithmetic units are activated calculating the values for ER and 

BP. The algorithms are schematically displayed in the bottom of fig. 11. The hatched areas 
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indicate the sums over the samples. The control logics (not shown in fig. 11) organizes the 

coincidence condition with respect to the PSAC, a pile-up inspection, and the connection with 

the first-level trigger. The· digital-processing system (two CAMAC modules per FOBOS 

module) is very simple to operate, faster than a conventional one by a factor of "' 10, and 

about two times cheaper. An energy resolution of the BIC of 89 keV has been achieved for 

238Pu a-particles. 

r---------------
,--_____ 1BCD -

e charge : 
sensitive I spe~tros-
preamp- 1 cop1c 

clock 

=========., C 

lifier I amplifier 
FGA I~---'---F------===-----= 

BDP1 I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

t Y I 
I JI 

--------------------------

:tA"lLlh 
t BAt OCt 

E=A-B Z = C -D 

Fig. 11 Principle of the digital-processing method of the BIC signal. (C - cathode, FG A - Frisch grid and 

anode, BCD - Bragg-curve digitizer unit, BOP - Bragg digital-processor µnit) The hatched 

areas A, B, C, D indicate the sums over the samples. 
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An energy spectrum measured with a 
226 

Ra 

a-source is shown in fig. 12. 

Fig. 12 Energy spectrum of a 
226

Ra a. - source 

measured by a BIC. The energy resolution 

at 6 MeV amounts to 1.8 %. 
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A BP versus ER scatterplot measured for the reaction 14N (34 AMe V) + 197 
Au [ 17) is 

shown in fig. 13. The charge resolution obtained around Al is Z / ll. = 65. Elements are 

resolved from He up to about Fe. 
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Fig. 13 Bragg peak-height (BP) versus residual energy (ER) scattcrplot of inclusive fragments measured by a 

BIC for the reaction 14 N (34 AMeV) + 19
; Au. Particle branches of several resol\"cd elements arc 

indicated. (FF - fission fragments; IMF - intermediate mass fragments) 
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2.4 Evacuation and gas - supply system 

The central vacuum chamber is evacuated by three turbomolecular and four cryogenic 

pumps achieving an effective pumping speed of 5000 I s·1
. The critical leakage is caused by the 

pressure-dependent diffusion rate of the chamber gas through the window foils of the BIC. To 

avoid additional leakage caused by mechanical defects, the supporting Ni-meshs had to be 

tooled very carefully, and all the foils were checked for leakage at a separate test-stand before 

they were mounted on the BIC. At a total foil leakage rate of "' 0.2 mbar I s"1, which is about 

twice the theoretically expected diffusion rate at typical BIC pressures, an ultimate vacuum of 

"' 104 mbar can be reached inside the central vacuum chamber.· 

The gas-filled detectors of FOBOS are operated in a flow-through regime to guarantee 

stable long-time working conditions. To prevent damage of the thin window foils, all 

manipulations, i.e. the evacuation from atmosphere, gas-loading, gas-flow and gas-pressure 

stabilization, gas-evacuation, air-inlet etc., have to be carried out in a strict order and with 

sufficiently long time constants. At every time, a full knowledge of the status of the whole 

apparatus is necessary. Therefore, a computer-controlled evacuation and gas-supply system 

has been developed [18, 19]. 

The gas-detector modules are divided into 10 independently operated groups of three 

modules each. The inputs and outputs of the PSAC and BIC are connected via individual 

valves and flexible pipes to collector rings, situated at the front- and rear side of FOBOS 

(fig. 2), and further to the mass-flow regulators of the gas-inlet and the pressure stabilizers and 

evacuation system, respectively. 

Special sensors and mini-valves are mounted directly. to the PSAC frames to limit the 

pressure gradients at the PSAC to a value of"' 1500 Pa. In the case of accidental pressure 

mismatching the mini-valves immediately connect the PSAC volumes with the central volume. 

The total leakage rate through the PSAC window foils is about one order of magnitude lower 

than that through the BIC window foils. 

The P-10 gas for the BIC is mixed on-line by controlling the respective mass-flows of 

the components. A gas analyzer permanently checks the gas composition that came out as 

necessary test for fixing the electron drift-time and, therefore, the energy resolution of the BIC 

during long-time experiments. Certain series of tests have been performed to optimize the gas 

flow-through regime. For example, the influence of the gas quality on the signal magnitude 

ofa BIC [20] is shown in fig. 14. The gas exchange rate of the BIC can be adjusted at the inlet 
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collectors. A full gas exchange takes about 6 hours. All pressures are stabilized to an accuracy 

of I%. 
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Fig. 14 Influence of the changing gas quality on 

the signal pulse-height of a BIC operated 

in a stationary regime with P-10 at a 

pressure of 260 mbar. 

The computer control of the _evacuation and gas-supply system of FOB OS is based on a 

Siemens SX Automation System including graphical visualization of the status on an X

terminal (fig. 15). 
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Fig. 15 Graphical visualization of the status of the evacuation and gas-supply system on an 

X-terminal. The remote control of some evacuation devices is possible. 
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The actual pressures at 63 measuring points and the gas flows through 11 regulators 

are recorded in time by a SUN Sparcstation SLC and visualized for check. A full protocol of 

. the operation of the system is created (fig. 16). 
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Fig. 16 Snapshot of the on-line protocol of the operation of the evacuation and gas-supply system generated 

on the SUN SparcSLC terminal. 

As an example, the process of the controlled gas inlet into fife of the BIC (Ml I - I.5, third column) 

is shown. The immediate reactions of the vacuum in the central chamber (MIO), of the P-10 gas 

pressure at the BIC input {M28), of the methane and argon flow rates (M24, M25), the stability of 

the on-line gas mixing ratio (M33), and the pumping speeds at the BIC outputs (Ml42 - 145) are 

followed in time to avoid any damage in the gas-detectors. 
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2.5 Scintillator shell 

A shell of Csl(Tl)-detectors [7] is arranged behind the BIC to register low ionizing 

LCP and energetic IMF which penetrate the gas-filled detectors. It consists of 210 hexagonal

shaped crystals of thickness 15 mm and 10 mm at angles of S"' 19° + 52° and S"' 53° + 162°, 

respectively. These thicknesses allow to stop protons and a-particles with energies up to 

64 AMeV and 50 AMeV, respectively. The angular resolution is limited by the dimensions of 

the crystals to 10° + 12°. 

p. ,o 
g::.s-volume 

reflector 

Csl(TI) crystal 

module lid 

BIC anode 

HV 

The scintillators are coupled by 

hollow diffuse-reflecting light-guides to 

large-area spectroscopic photomultipliers 

of the types FEU 167 ( 0 120 mm) 

and FEU 173 ( 0 170 mm) (fig. 17). A 2 

µm thick aluminized Mylar reflector in front 

of the crystals enhances the light output. 

Fig. 17 Sketch of the general lay-out of a Csl{Tl) 

scintillation detector (PM -photomultiplier). 

The detector was optimized to have a considerably small position dependence of the 

light collection ("' 5 % ) and a typicaf energy resolution of "' 8 % for a-particles of 5 MeV 

energy [7]. The photomultipliers are surrounded by cylindrical magnetic shields. 

The LCP-identification is carried out by application of the pulse-shape analysis method 

[22]. Governed by the intrinsic features of Tl-activated Csl the pulse-shape of the scintillation 

light depends on the ionization density of the incoming particle. The pulse-shape is 

chara~terized by several components of different decay times. The decay time of the fast 

component ( tFAST ) and the ratio of magnitudes of the main slow to the fast component 

(hsww I hFAST) are smoothly decreasing functions of the stopping power (dE / dx) [23]. 

Integrating the current signals of the photomultipliers within two well-adjusted timing 

gates (FAST : M 1 = 0 + 400 ns; SLOW : ~h = 1600 + 3600 ns) LCP with Z :-:; 3 are well 

separated for their atomic and mass numbers. A scatterplot illustrating the LCP-identification 

is given in fig. 18. 
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Fig. 18 Scatterplot of the LCP-identification matrix (LsLOwversus LFAST) measured bya Csl(Tl) scintillation· 

detector applying the pulse-shape analysis method. The particle branches of protons, deuterons, 

tritons, He-isotopes and Li-isotopes are indicated. 

Correlated events in a PSAC and a scintillation counter image the geometry of the 

Csl(Tl)-crystal (fig. 19). The particle identification of such events (e.g. energetic IMF 

penetrating the BIC) can also be performed by application of the dE-E-method (fig. 20) using 

the energy loss in the BIC (dEmc) and the light output (Es) of the scintillator. By this means 

the dynamic range of the FOBOS detector is enlarged considerably with respect to IMF 

spectrometry. 
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Fig. 19 Coordinates scatterplot of correlated events 

recorded by a PSAC and a Csl(Tl)-detector 

positioned behind it. The geometry of the 

Csl(Tl)-crystal is imaged. 

2.6 Forward array 
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Fig. 20 Charged - particle identification matrix 

measured by application of the AE-E-method. 

(Llli81c - energy loss in the BIC; Es - residual 

pulse - height of the fast part (I.FAST) of the 

Csl(Tl)-detector signal ) 

For geometrical reasons the minimum acceptance . angle of the FOBOS 

spectrometer is ~ ""21°. Forward-directed fast reaction products are not registered by the gas 

detectors. Therefore, part of the former ARGUS detector array [24] has been modified for use 

as a forward array at FOBOS. It can be installed inside the central vacuum chamber through 

the forward (exit) cone (fig.2). The detector geometry of the forward array is given in tab. 2. 

The forward array consists of six concentric rings of altogether 92 phoswich detectors, 

each being a combination of a 0.5 mm thick fast scintillator (Pilot-U) and 20 mm thick slow 

BGO scintillator. This allows to stop protons (a-particles) with energies up to "" 100 AMeV. 

The element identification is possible up to Z"" 15 with a threshold for LCP of"" 5 AMeV. 

A simple pulse-processing concept [25] has been modified for its application to 

phoswich detectors. The principle is to separate the fast component (LFAST) of the phoswich 

light pulse (LrorAL) by certain analog differentiation of the current signal of the 

photomultiplier. Then only two integration gates ( dtFAST = 100 ns and dtrorAL = 400 ns) 

common for all phoswich detectors are necessary. 
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A particle-identification matrix (LFAST versus LTOTAL) of a phoswich detector measured 

for the reaction 40 Ar (36 AMeV) + 248Cm is given in fig. 21. Fast projectile-like fragments (PF) 

can be observed at all possible Z, and also particle branches of H- and He-nuclei and light 

IMF. Since the element resolution ofa phoswich detector strongly depends on the exact setting 

of the integration gate for the fast component, a slightly worse resolution compared with the 

case of using individual integration gates for all the detectors [24) is expected. Nevertheless, 

this read-out system is very compact and less expensive. 
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Fig. 21 Charged - particle identification matrix (L,AST versus 4oTAW measured by a phoswich detector 

of the forward array at S = 8° for the reaction 
40 

Ar (36 AMeV) + 
248 

Cm (PF - projectile-like 

fragments, Z - atomic number of charged particles identified). 
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3. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

3.1 First - level trigger 

The first-level trigger ofFOBOS [21] is usually generated by the gas detector part, and 

the scintillators are read-out in the slave mode. In special cases a trigger can also be generated 

by the scintillator shell and/or the forward array. The entire TTL/ECL-based hardware of the 

trigger logics fills one CAMAC crate. It delivers either the LAM demand for data storage or a 

general RESET after a certain event inspection leading to a rejection of the event. 

Provided the digital processor (BDP) is not busy, a timing signal of the corresponding 

PSAC passes a special blocking and pile-up inspection unit (LBIN) connected with the 

control logics of the BDP, opens an event gate of duration D.t = 200 ns, sets a bit in the 

coincidence pattern register and starts a TDC which will be stopped by the next arriving RF

signal from the cyclotron. The eyent pattern is analyzed by a majority coincidence unit 

connected with the central event selector which induces a LAM demand if a preset 

multiplicity condition was fulfilled and there was no signal pile-up. Optionally, the following 

conditions may be used either to reject the event or to label the affected parameters : 

(i) There is another PSAC signal in the time intervals 12 µs before and 6 µs after 

the event, respectively. 

(ii) There was another BDB threshold-comparator response in the time interval 10 

µs before the event. 

(iii) The trailing edge at the threshold-comparator of the BDP is out of a certain 

time interval related to the maximum electron drift-time of the BIC. 

After a LAM demand has been recognized, the VME processor first reads the 

coincidence pattern register and then the conversion results of the TDC's (TOF) and 

BDP's (BP, fa) which had fired. Subsequently, the QDC's of the scintillator shell and the 

forward array are serviced. Consequently, the blocking signals (BLK) of the LBIN's are 

removed, and the system is ready for handling the next event. 

The counting rates of events of different fragment multiplicity naturally differ by orders 

of magnitude. A special unit (major divider) which allows to modify the accepted rates 

concerning the event multiplicity has been developed to optimize the data storage. 

A principal scheme of the front-end electronics of a gas-detector module and part 

of the first-level trigger is shown in fig. 22. 
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Fig. 22 Front - end electronics of a gas - detector module and part of the first - level trigger. 

(LAM - "look-at-me" CAMAC signal; BLK - blocking signal; RF - radiofrequency signal 

from the cyclotron) 

Read - out electronics 

Ten CAMAC crates housing the digitizing electronics of the gas-detector part and the 

control logics, and one F ASTBUS mini-crate used for the photomultiplier read-out of the 

scintillator shell and the forward array, are connected with a main VME crate by means of the 

parallel VSB Differential Bus Extension (VDB bus). The VDB bus is well suited for multi

crate systems where different bus standards have to be controlled. A single-board computer 

EUROCOM-6 with a 68030 CPU builds the event data blocks [26]. 

The CAMAC-to-VSB interface is a single-width CAi\1AC crate controller STR 610 I 

CBV [27] driven from the VME Subsystem Bus (VSB) via the VSB Differential Cable. The 

specification of the CBV is similar to the CAMAC crate controller of type Al .It maps a 

portion of the VSB address space to the CAMAC - "C,N,A,F" and generates single CAMAC 

cycles from each proper VSB cycle. 
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The FASTBUS mini-crate contains a 68030-processor board (CERN Host Interface; 

CHI), an I/O-Port, a LAN Ethernet module [27] and six 96-channel FASTBUS QDC's 

(C.A.E.N. F683C [28] and LeCroy [29]). The VSB I/O-Port provides. an efficient interface 

between the CHI and the VME workstation where the CHI is operating in the VDB slave

mode. The CHI data memory is directly mapped into the local VSB address space, and the 

EUROCOM-6 processor module is treated in the same manner as any local memory. 

The VME workstation sends the data block~ via Ethernet (LAN) and a fiberoptical link 

to a SUN Sparcstation-10 which writes them "event by event" to the mass storage memory. 

The architecture of the data acquisition system is schem~tically shown in fig. 23. The maximum 

data rate with respect to the gas-detector part of FOBOS is about 200 kbyte s·
1
. Due to the 

conversion time of the FASTBUS QDC's (I ms) residual rates of50 + 100 kbyte s"1 
are typical 

for the whole spectrometer. Therefore, the maximum permitted counting rate of FOBOS 

becomes "'500 + 1000 events s·1. It.is mostly restricted by other experimental considerations 

like, e.g., the rate ofrandom coincidences etc. 
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Fig. 23 Architecture of the data acquisition and the gas-vacuum system (GVS) network. 

(LAN - local net; VDB - VSB differential bus) 
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The EUROCOM-6 and the cm are operating under the Microware real-time 

operating system OS-9 (professional). All time-critical tasks are moved to the module 

processors. The data acquisition control program (TINH) runs on the SUN Sparcstation -10. · 

Quasi-on-line monitoring of the recorded data is performed using several AT 486 

personal computers (PC) and the ATHENE data analysis software (30] which via LAN 

organizes a direct access to the data just written to the disk memory of the SUN 

Sparcstation -10. 

3.3 Experimental data structure 

The list-mode.data structure.is adopted from the VMS-based data acquisition system 

HOOP SY (31] in order to use the available OL YMP data analysis package (32). It is module

oriented by an event-pattern register containing information about fired PSAC, CsI(Tl)

detectors and groups of phoswich detectors. Up to 10 parameters can be defined to be read 

out in correlation with one pattern bit, and altogether 2000 parameters can be handled by the 

program TINH. In average, a valid event is characterized by 20 + 30 parameters which are 

stored within "'2.5 ms. 

The data file structure is characterized by sequential event storage into closed blocks of 

fixed length (512 byte). A header containing information about the data file structure (defined 

parameters) is assigned to the ATHENE program for quasi-on-line or off-line data analysis. 

3.4 Data analysis software 

The ATHENE code (30] was especially designed for a distributed analysis of the data 

obtained at the FOBOS spectrometer using IBM PC's of type AT 386/486. A new more 

powerful version (ATHENE94) (33] written in the object-oriented language C++ (34, 35] has 

been developed for real-time data processing on computers with UNIX-like operational 

systems and an X-WINDOWS environment (36]. 

The program allows to read data written in the formats ?f the programs CAMDA 

(37], HOOPSY (31] and OL YMP (32). Special transformation algorithms to read data written 

in other formats are available. 

Via the menu, the user has the possibility to accumulate and to visualize up to 20 

ordinary histograms and up to 50 _color scatterplots, he can produce new data files reduced in 

the event dimension and/or selected by sorting conditions (gates) in the formats ofCAMDA or 
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OL YMP, he can execute a number of analysis operations acting to these histograms such as 

simultaneous displaying of several histograms, linear/logarithmic scaling, setting gates within 

the histograms or scatterplots, calculating spectrum parameters and statistics, etc. He can 

interactively drive the process of data accumulation by setting both the parameters and 

relevant selection criteria for every histogram, scatterplot or output data file. All the 

configuration conditions concerning parameters, histograms, plots, gates, selection criteria, etc. 

as well as the content of any histogram or plot can be saved to a disk file and retrieved. 

4. CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 

4.1 Parameter calibration for the gas - filled detector modules 

The application of gas-filled detectors for the measurement of charged particles implies 

one important advantage, namely the linear and charge-independent correlation between the 

stored raw data and the corresponding physical values. Hence, the transformation of the 

measured data - the PSAC-coordinates (X. Y), the fragment TOF and energy ER - into 

physical units requires the determination of only two calibration constants for each of the 

parameters . 

However, in any case it is necessary to catch some events within the collected spectra, 

which result from fragments with known quantities. A well established practice to generate 

such events is to carry out special measurements with calibration sources ( e.g. a-particle 

emitters or spontaneously fissioning nuclides) or the impinging of elastically scattered beams. 

Unfortunately, this method involves some general difficulties. The first of them is caused by the 

energy loss of any fragment within the target layer. Furthermore, the general requirement of 

identical conditions for the calibration and the data taking measurements fails. 

An alternative method applied in the present work is described below. The procedures 

used deliver an intrinsic calibration based on the original raw data only. For convenience the 

measured parameters (in channel units of the ADC devices) are further on denoted in capital 

letters, the calibrated physical values (in units of cm, ns, MeV etc) in small letters. 

./.1.1 Coordinates calibration of the position-sensitive avalanche counters 

The absolute coordinates calibration of the PSAC is performed by using coordinates 

scatterplots of events measured in coincidence with the BIC positioned behind them. The 

supporting structure of the window foil of the BIC generates a shadowed zone of decreased 
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rate (fig. 7). A geometrical model of the supporting structure is adjusted to the center and to 

the dimensions of this image to achieve a complete agreement with the shadowed zone. This 

procedure gives the intrinsic scales which are used to define the module-oriented coordinates 

(x,y) of the registered event. The polar and azimuthal angles (S,cp) of the particle with respect 

to the target position can be calculated in a straight-forward manner referring to tab. I. The 

uncertainties (i'ix, i'iy) lead to errors of i'iS = i'icp "" 0.2°. 

./.1.2 Energy calibration of the Bragg chambers 

The calibration procedure for the residual energy (ER) of the fragments in the BIC 

makes use of the additional information concerning the fragment charge (Z), which is in 

particular available for IMF from the Bragg-peak spectroscopy. This method of charge 

determination requires that the maximum of the energy-loss distribution (Bragg-curve) of the 

fragment considered is located inside the sensitive volume of the BIC, accurately said, between 

the cathode and the Frisch grid. In this case the measured Bragg peak-height (BP) is 

independent on the entrance energy of the fragment. 

An analytic expression of the dependence of BP on Z of particles stopped in a P-10 

gas-mixture has been derived in ref (38], 

BP(Z) = C · exp (- 18.95 · Z -o.om) (I) 

where C denotes a scaling factor which has to be determined experimentally. In a wide range 
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approximated by a linear expression (fig. 24). 

This leads to the nearly equidistant particle 

branches observed in fig. 13 . 

Fig. 24 Dependence of the Bragg peak-height (BP) 

on the atomic number (Z) of charged fragments 

stopped in a P- IO gas-mixture. The calculated values 

(eq. 1) are indicated by open circles. The line results 

from a linear regression analysis. It is defined by 

the expression 

BP(Z)t,,, = C• · (12 .. 5II· Z-15.518). 
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In practice the measurement of the Bragg-peak requires a considerably large entrance 

energy, especially for heavier fragments. The lower energy threshold depends on the operation 

parameters of the BIC and the pulse-processing method, i.e. the electron drift velocity, the gas 

pressure, the integration time constant of the current pulse, and the total time interval of 

energy-loss integration. At typical operation conditions, the minimum necessary energy 

loss of an IMF for Z-identification amounts to ~mi• :as 0.6 AMeV. 

If the fragments are stopped in the gas-volume of the BIC, the measured value ER 

reflects the residual fragment energy at the entrance into the chamber gas (if the nuclear 

stopping is neglected or corrected for). 

The situation changes for such kinetic energies which allow the fragments to pass 

through the entire chamber depth. In this case the energy loss within the gas-volume decreases 

with increasing entrance energy. This results is an upper limit for direct residual-energy 

measurement (~max) and charge identification. It strongly depends on the composition and the 

pressure of the chamber gas, on the path length within the BIC, and on (A,Z) of the fragments. 

The upper energy thresholds ~ max of the BIC have been calculated for particles of 

Z = 2 + 10 (A= 2 · Z ± I) at P-10 pressures of 19, 32 and 45 kPa (fig. 25) by use of the 

range-energy .code STOPOW [39]. The dependence of the specific energy loss on A was 

approximated by the range parametrization R / A = r (E,Z). 
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Fig. 25 Maximum energy losses in 

the gas-volume of the BIC (Cit ,,1c m") 

calculated for selected particles at 

pressures of the P-IO gas-mixture of 

19, 32 and 45 kPa. 

Under the condition of 

sufficient statistics, the energy 

points ER min and ER max can 

easily be fixed for resolved Z

branches in the raw-data matrix 

BP versus ER (fig. 13). 



However, in particular at small Z, particle branches of different isotopes can overlap (fig. 26). 

This complicates the unambiguous fixing of ER"'". 
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Fig. 26 Part of a BP versus ER 

scatterplot of a BIC (cf. fig. 13). The 

events have been stored with respect to 

the calibrated energy scale ( eR ). The 

points used for the calibration 

procedure are marked. 

In addition to these 

calibration points, the BDB [16] 

guarantees that the value ER = 0 

corresponds with the ADC 

channel number "zero". The 

remaining slope constant for the energy-calibration curve ~ (ER) is deduced by a linear 

regression analysis (fig. 27). 
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Fig. 27 Energy-scale calibration of the BIC by 

the comparison of the calculated maximum energy 

losses (eR ca1, max ) with the corresponding values 

ER measured for particles of Z = 2 + 8. A linear 

regression analysis (line) deliveres the slope 

constant of the calibration curve. 

In order to perform a relative scaling between the BP-spectra of different BIC's, the 

identified Z-branches are used for the determination of an "experimental" function BP(zrP. 

(Note that this intrinsic calibration does not relate to eq. 1 ! ). A BP-spectrum of events 
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selected by gates over the energy intervals ERmin < ER < ERm.ax for each Z, respectively, is 

shown in fig. 28. 
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Fig. 28 BP - spectrum of selected 

fragments at kinetic energies 

corresponding to the maximum 

specific energy losses ( Bragg-peaks). 

The mean values <BP> of the peaks are compared with the corresponding Z in fig. 29. 

A linear regression analysis delivered the function BP(Z)"P which can be used for scaling 

purposes. 
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Fig. 29 Correlation between the mean measured 

BP-values of the fragments and the corresponding 

atomic numbers (Z) for the same c,·ents as in the 

BP-spcctmm shown in fig. 28. A linear regression 

analysis deli\·crs the "experimental" scaling 

function BP "P (Z). 



4. J. 3 Time calibration of the position-sensitive avalanche counters 

The absolute TOF calibration necessary for the determination of the fragment velocities 

is based on data selected for identified Z, calibrated~ and (S,q>). The mass number A for a 

given Z has been estimated with respect to the line of P-stability. The geometrical set-up 

together with the calibrated coordinates (x,y) define the individual TOF path-length d(x,y) of 

the fragments from the target to the PSAC considered. Taking into account all the parameters 

known up to now, the energy losses Lie; (Z, A, eR, n;) in the k detector foils of areal density 

n; are successively calculated, starting from the entrance window of the BIC and following 

"backward" to the entrance foil of the PSAC. For simplicity it is assumed in the following that 

the fragment velocity is constant on the TOF path-length (d), but this procedure is also 

applicable in the general case, i.e. accounting for some energy loss on d (e.g. in the PSAC 

window foil). The tof of the fragments can thereby be determined by eq. 2, 

2 2 
tof = A·d(x,y) / 2(eR+:ELie;(Z,A,eR,n;(x,y))] (2) 

i=I, k 

and compared with the TOF "event by event". The correlation between tof and TOF (eq. 3) 

is shown in fig. 30. 

tof ( TOF -TOFo) · otof/ oTOF (3) 

The slope constant otof I oTOF is determined with an accuracy of < 0.5 % by use of a time

calibration pulse-generator. Hence, the absolute time-scale (eq. 3) only depends on the 

constant TOF0 which can be determined from the curve tof (TOF) obtained by a linear 

regression analysis (fig. 30). 

Evidently, there is a strong dependence of the resulting absolute time scale on the 

energy calibration as well as on the calculation of the energy losses Lie; . It should be noted, 

however, that the energy losses within the target layer do not influence the calibration at all. 

With the aim to check the consistency of this calibration procedure, a test measurement 

has been carried out using a 252 Cf{sf) source. An additional transmission avalanche counter 

was mounted near the target position to generate the START-signal for the TOF

measurement. (Else the timing reference signal is given by the RF of the cyclotron.) In this way 

the time calibration could be performed by means of a TOF-TOF-analysis for the paired fission 
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fragments recorded by two opposite detector modules. The absolute time-scale deduced from 

the TOF-TOF-analysis agrees with the time calibration described above within 0.5 + I ns. 
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4.2 Calibration of the scintillation detectors 

Since the total integrals of the light pulses of the Csl(Tl)-scintillators were not 

recorded, the energy calibration is performed by comparison of simulated and measured 

particle-identification branches (fig. 18) [40]. A model of a two-component pulse-shape L(t) 

for LCP (eq. 4) has been normalized to the non-linear and particle-dependent response of 

Csl(Tl) (eq. 5) [41], 

L (t) = (hFAST/,: FAST)' exp (- ti •FAST)+ (hsww I,: sww) · exp (- tftsww) 

- (hFAST/ •FAST+ hsww I,: sww) · exp (-t I,: FRON!") 

L(E,Z, A) S · [E- a(Z,A) · In( EI a(Z,A) +I)] 

(4) 

(5) 

where ,; are the rise- and decay time constants of the scintillation light pulse, h; denote the 

magnitudes of the light components, S is the absolute scintillation efficiency, and a (Z,A) is a 

· particle-dependent quenching constant. 
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Using appropriate empirical functions for the dependence of •FAST and of the ratio 

hsww I hFAST on the particle type (Z,A) and energy (E), and performing the integration of L(t) 

. within the set time gates (dt1 , dt2) a particle-identification matrix has been simulated 

(fig. 3 I a). The punch-through energies of protons, deuterons and tritons were used for 

adjusting the simulated to the measured particle-identification matrices. Additional 

normalization points are delivered by the tof of low-energy a-particles registered by the PSAC 

and stopped in the scintillators. The simulated particle-identification matrix then defines the 

absolute energy scales for all LCP simultaneously (40] (fig. 3 lb). 
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Fig: 31 Simulation of 

the particle branches of an 

LCP-identification matrix 

for Csl(TI) as it follows 

from the application of the 

pulse-shape analysis method 

(a). 

Energy-calibration curves 

for several LCP (b). 

The calibration of the 

phoswich detectors of 

the forward array has 

been described earlier 

in ref. (24]. 

5. PHYSICAL OBSERVABLES OF CHARGED PARTICLES 

In the following we refer to a particle-oriented data set, where every individual 

fragment (Z ~ 2) is characterized by its calibrated parameters (S, cp, tof, t:R). For a large 

amount of recorded IMF the fragment charge (Z) is additionally determined by Bragg-peak 

spectroscopy. It should be emphasized once more, that the applied calibration procedure does 

11ot suppose any correlatio11 betwee11 the fragme11ts registered in an event. 

From the calibrated data. further physical observables can be derived, namely the 

fragment masses (m), the primary emission energies (e), and, eventually, the velocity- and 

linear momentum vectors (v, p). The main difficulties concerning m and e arise from the energy 

losses of the fragments in the (though very thin) detector foils. Since the energy loss, on the 

other hand, depends on Z and v, the mass determination requires to solve the following system 

of equations, 

eo (tof, A) 

eo(eR,A) 

A I 2 · ( d I tof) 
2 

= eR + I de, (e0 , Z(A), n,) 
i= I, k 

(6) 

(7) 

where ea is the kinetic energy of the fragment at the START-position of the TOF

measurement. It is obvious that eo influences both the parameters tof and t!R_. Concerning the 

fragments not identified by Z, a suitable A(Z)-relation has to be introduced into eqs. 6, 7. Since 

tof and eR are fixed parameters, the solution of eqs. 6, 7 has to account for the following 

considerations: 

(i) The effective thickness of the detector foils is a function of the PSAC coordinates (x,y). 

Additional uncertainties can be caused by non-planar surfaces and local nonuniformities. 

(ii) The STOP-signal generated by the PSAC is position-dependent due to electronic signal 

delays. 

(iii) The eR -values have to be corrected for the energy loss by nuclear stopping not contained 

in ER. This so-called ionization defect has been evaluated for P-10 applying the method 

described in ref. [42). For fission fragments these corrections amount to 2 -s- 3 MeV. 

For the solution of eqs. 6, 7 an iterative procedure has been developed [43]. However. 

it turned out that for the extensive data sets typical for a FOBOS experiment this procedure 

consumes a huge amount of computer-time. The data processing could be accelerated by 

dividing the task into several steps. -
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At first, a set of tables has been generated by means of a simulation code, which 

calculates a grid of (tof, ~) - spot points for a given Z. The input data for the calculation of 

the Z (tof, eit, F)-matrices are defined by the experimental conditions, i.e. the geometry of the 

set-up, the compositions of the detector materials (window foils, electrodes, gas-filled 

sections), the thicknesses of the different layers which are assumed to be parallel to each other 

and planar etc. The factor F ~ 1 considers the position (i.e. angular) dependence of all 

distances and path lengths through the detector materials. The (x,y)-dependence is reduced due 

to the axial symmetry of the gas-filled detectors. The remaining parameter is the angle e 

between the emission direction of the fragment (S,<p) and the common normal of the detector 

layers. It is determined by eqs. 8, 9, 

F(x,y) 1 / cos E (x,y) (8) 

tan 2 
E (x,y) (x2+y2)/L2 (9) 

where L refers to the distance between the target and the plane of the entrance foil of the 

BIC. 

Since the acceptance angle of the large gas-detector module corresponds with an 

em" = 16. 8°, the effective thickness of any layer penetrated by the fragments can not increase 

more than 4.5 % with respect to the normal ~ngle of incidence. Therefore, a relatively small 

number of spot-points within the limited range of F-values is enough to consider the (x,y)

dependence with a sufficient accuracy. -

The second step - the determination of m "event by event" - is based on the 

calculated tables. At first, the F-value is deduced, and the tof is corrected for its electronic 

position dependence. By means of a two-dimensional interpolation between relevant spot

points of the tables, an interval [Z1 (tof,eit, F 1), 22 (tof, eit, F2 )] is determined for the fragment 

charge considering F 1 < F < F2. The final result for Z is obtained from a linear interpolation 

with respect to F. Finally, the mass of the fragment can be deduced if the A(Z)-relation is 

given. 

Since the energy losses I. Lie, can - in particular for FF - exceed 50 % of the energy 

e. , the most critical moment of the mass determination turned out to be the preparation of 

sufficiently accurate energy-loss data. They have been calculated by use of the code STOPOW 

[39] which represents a modified version of the algorithm developed in ref (44]. A detailed 
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analysis of the generated range-energy data set, however, indicated that the so-called Zl

oscillations, observed for fragments of large Z at keV-energies (45], are overestimated at 

energies of E /A~ 1 MeV/A. This can also be observed in the ~ versus tof plot of 

fig. 32, which has been calculated for given Z and A(Z) at F = const. Since different Z

branches in some areas even overlap, an unambiguous solution of eqs. 6, 7 does not exist. 
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Fig. 32 Calculation of t:R versus tof for a gas-detector Fig. 33 The same calculation as shown in fig. 32, 

module. The lines correspond to different atomic but by use of the modified range-energy data set 

numbers (Z) of the particles. The range-energy tables (see text) for the calculation of the energy losses. 

used for the determination of the energy losses The distance between the lines corresponding to 

were calculated by means of the code STOPOW88. increasing Z now changes smoothly. 

Test measurements with a 252 Cf{sf) source have been carried out to select FF with 

known mean Z and A. Consistency with the calculated eit versus tof data has been 

obtained for this (Z,A) by an appropriate modification of the original range-energy data set. 

Hence, the data for the remaining Z were deduced by a suitable interpolation. In this way, an 

"empirically improved" range-energy data set has been generated, which was used for the 

calculation of the ~ versus tof plot shown in fig. 33. The relation Z(tof, eit , A) is 

unambiguous now, and the solution of eqs. 6, 7 does likewise. To check these modified range

energy data, the FF mass distribution determined from the 252 Cf{sf) measurement is compared 

in fig. 34 with reference data .taken from ref [ 46]. The peak of the light fragment is well 

reproduced, the maximum deviation at largest fragment masses is "'7 a.m.u. As an analysis 

showed (see chapter 6.2.1), this approach is even valid up to A"' 190. -
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Fig. 34 Mass distribution of fission fragments 

(histogram) derived from a measurement with a 
252 Cf(sf) source. The data of ref. (46) (filled area) 

are shown for comparison. The spectra are normalized 

at the peak of the light fragment. 

In the third step, the primary emission 

energy e., of the fragment (A,Z) is calculated 

assuming a mean value for the thickness of the 

target layer. The areal density of the target is 

known, but a mean value arises due to the 

different emission angles of the fragments with respect to the target normal. In principle, a 

procedure analog to that applied for the mass determination could be developed with respect 

to eo too. When calculating e0 (tof, t:R , x, y), however, the additional energy loss of the 

fragments within the target layer must be taken into account. In the general case, the target 

layer is positioned under a determined angle, e.g., in relation to the beam axis. This distorts the 

axial symmetry of the experimental set-up. Therefore, the siinple parametrization for F(x,y) 

( eqs. 8, 9) is not yet valid, and a correct calculation would require a large number of prepared 

tables in dependence on the coordinates (x,y). For this reason, the effective target thickness 

and the corresponding energy losses have been calculated "event by event". Considering 

a value for the ionization defect Def [ e0 (A, Z, t:R)] as given in ref [ 42], the fragment 

energy t:R (ER) at the entrance into the gas-volume of the BIC is used to simulate the history of 

the particle "backward" to the target. In this manner, both eo and tof were calculated as 

described in section 4.1.3. -

In the further analysis, the calculated tof is used to check the main condition for a 

correct determination of eR , namely, that any calculated value must agree with the measured 

one if the fragment was stopped within the gas-volume of the BIC. Otherwise - if the 

fragment passed through the BIC and there lost a sufficiently large amount of energy - the 

tof calculated for this fragment is significantly larger than the measured one. In this case, the 

t:R deduced from ER is changed to higher values until the calculated tof agrees with the 

measured one. This last procedure allows to determine the eo also for those fragments which 

penetrated the BIC (mainly light IMF). -
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Finally, the linear momentum vectors ( p;) of all the fragments (i) emitted in one event 

can be obtained from the individual (S, q:,, v, A, Z). The accuracy of p is mass-dependent. It 

amounts to crp / p "' 3 % for FF of 252 Cf(st). 

6. EXPERIMENTS AT FOBOS 

In this chapter, some performance of the spectrometer FOBOS is discussed. The main 

aim is more an illustration of the quality of measurements at low fragment multiplicities than 

the consequent derivation of physical results which are published elsewhere. With reference to 

a first series of experiments at FOBOS, several applications of this spectrometer are briefly 

treated. 

6.1 Fragment spectroscopy of spontaneous fission 

Considerable progress in detection techniques for FF has been achieved in recent years, 

and high resolution data have been obtained for spontaneous fissioning nuclides. With the help 

of a twin ionization chamber (E-E-method [47]) single FF masses could be resolved in the 

cold fission region [48]. This method looses its outstanding performance for lower total kinetic 

energies (TKE) of the FF because neutron emission affects the measured energies. (Every 

emitted neutron additionally deteriorates the mass determination of the FF by approximately 

crm "" 1.5 a.m.u. due to the recoil. Furthermore, prior-to-fission and post-fission neutron 

emission quantities are mixed in the analysis.) 

Correlation measurements for pairs of FF from spontaneous fission have been 

performed at the FOBOS spectrometer applying the TOF-TOF-method [49]. The START

signal was delivered by either a channel-plate detector or a transmission avalanche counter, and 

the STOP-signals were generated by the large-area PSAC. By operating several PSAC and 

correcting the position-dependence of the timing signals, the main drawback of most TOF 

measurements - their low geometrical efficiency - has been overcome. Although single 

masses were not resolved in the cold fission region, the TOF-TOF-method provides the 

following advantages, especially at lower TKE (tab. 3): 

(i) For nuclides with a low fission branch, e.g. 244Cm(st) (l.5 · 106 a-particles per fission), 

sufficient statistics of FF coincidences can be easily collected, because the avalanche 

counters are able to discriminate up to 107 a-signals per second [50, 51]. At such rates, 

the E-E-method fails due to the multiple pile-up of a-particle signals. 
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(ii) The FF quantities derived by the TOF-TOF-method are prior-to-neutron-emission ones 

which are more directly connected with the physics studied in such experiments. 

(iii) The neutron emission affects the mass determination at least two times less than in the 

case of the E-E-method. Both methods essentially derive the FF mass ratio from the ratio 

of the measured quantities (eq. 10) assuming momentum conservation. 

m, I m2 = v2 / v, e2 / e, (10) 

A certain relative change of a FF velocity component in flight direction (Lw, / v, ) causes a 

relative change in the FF energy of 6e, / e; = 2 · 6v; / v;. 

A further error source of the E-E-method - the dependence of the measured FF 

energy ratio on the sharing of the neutron emission between both fragments - is absent in the 

TOF-TOF- method. 

A well known problem of charged-particle spectroscopy is the occurrence of tails 

towards lower energy which are caused by scattering, impact on detector and constructional 

edges etc. This leads to a background of "wrong" events with too low TKE. A considerable 

reduction of such a background has been achieved by combining the TOF-TOF-analysis with 

the independent fragment mass determination from tof and ea (see chapter 5). Since in most of 

the distorted events only one fragment is affected, the sum of the linear momenta of both the 

FF deviates from zero. Therefore, the result obtained by the TOF-TOF-analysis differs from 

that based on tof and ea. The event was ruled out, if the momentum sum derived from tof and 
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Fig. 35 Mass distribution of fission 

fragments of a 252 Cf(sf) source as has 

been measured by use of the TOF

TOF-method. 

(dashed line: all events; full line: 

selected events, see text). 

!!R was larger than the experimental resolution (6p "" ± 200 MeV/c), or if the difference of 

both results exceeds their uncertainties. With the help of such a check for consistency, the 

background at low TKE mentioned above can be suppressed (fig. 35). A value for the peak

to-valley ratio of 52 has been achieved in the FF mass distribution of 252 Cf(sf) [52]. 

6.2 Fragmentation of hot nuclei 

6. 2.1 TKE - M distributions of binary fission of hot nuclei 

The TKE of the fragments is a measure of the Coulomb repulsion in the exit channel. It 

1s closely connected with the geometrical and other conditions in a late state of the 

disintegration process. Since these conditions may change at high temperatures, one is 

interested in precise TKE-M data for the fission of hot nuclei. 
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Fig. 36 TKE-M distribution of fragment 

pairs emitted in the reaction 14N (34 AMeV) 

+ 197 Au at large linear momentum transfer. 

The well known classical tools, 

e.g. the kinematical coincidence 

method [53] · which utilizes certain 

kinematical boundary conditions to 

derive the interesting quantities from 

the measured velocity vectors of the 

fragments, involve increasingly larger 

uncertainties, if the bombarding energy 

is increased. The reason is, that the 

c.m. frame of the fragments in the output channel deviates more and more from the c.m. frame 

in the input channel due to the fluctuating incomplete momentum transfer in the early stage of 

reaction and due to fluctuations in the cascade of light-particle evaporation. 

The additional information delivered by the FOBOS modules - both fragment masses 

at scission are determined independently from each other - allows to derive both the TKE and 

the velocity vectors in the frame of the fissioning system. In this way, any processes which 

happened before scission do not affect the measured TKE-M distributions. Reconstructing the 

total transferred linear momentum (LMf) from the parameters p; of all fragments in the 
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collision and applying the massive transfer model [54], the excitation energy (E*) of the 

decaying system can be evaluated [55, 56). Furthermore, the low registration thresholds of 

FOBOS allow to measure TKE-M distributions in a wide range of the fragment mass and to 

study their dependence on the LMT. 

The TKE-M distribution for pairs of fragments emitted in the reaction 14N (34 AMeV) 

+ 197 Au at large LMT is shown in fig. 36. It is characterized by a large amount of symmetric 

fission and branches extending to very asymmetric mass splits. The mean TKE in dependence 

on the mass-asymmetry parameter has been derived. Conclusions about energy dissipation and 

some confirmation of early theoretical predictions about an unique decay mechanism are given 

in re£ [57). 
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Fig. 37 Relative c.m. velocities (v"1) between binary 

fragments emitted in the reaclion 
14N (34 AMeV) + 197Au. 

The relative c. m. velocities (v,e1) 

between binary fragments from the 

reaction 14N (34 AMeV) + 197Au are given 

in fig. 3 7 in dependence on the mass number 

of one of the partners. The mean values for 

nearly symmetric disintegrations are in 

accordance with the systematics of ref. [58]. 

Deviations from a fission-like behavior have 

been observed for very asymmetric binary decays. The larger v,.1 should be connected with a 

more compact configuration at scission [57). 

6.2.2 Velocity analysis of ternary decays 

Hot nuclei with E* ~ 280 MeV have been produced in the reaction 7Li (43 AMeV) 

+ 232Th [59). On a yield level of "" 0.1 %, the dominating fission channel is competed with 

IMF-accompanied fission (Z~IF = 3 + 8) [60, 61), as has already been observed in re£ [62). 

The third companion in fission can also be an a-particle [63). 

The independent measurement of the fragment parameters in a 41t-geometry enables a 

velocity analysis with respect to the c. m. of the fissioning system. From both, FF masses and 

velocities, the frame of the fissioning system was derived, and the velocity of the third fragment 
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has been transformed into this frame. 
Two groups of particles with velocities above 

v,.
1 
= 2.5 cm ns-1 and below Vre1 = 2.4 

1000------------------, 
cm ns-1, respectively, are clearly 

distinguished in the reaction 
14

N 

(34 A.lvicV) + 197Au (fig. 38). 
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Fig. 38 Relative velocity (v.,1) distribution 

of fragments from binary and ternary decays 

of the composite system created in the 

reaction 14N (34 AMeV) + 
197 

Au. 

(full triangles: v,.1 between fragment pairs in 

very asymmetric binary decays: 

full circles: v,.1 between the I.MF accomp

anying fission and the c.m. of the fissioning 

system in ternary decays) 

The different dependence on E* of the yields of these two components [641 allows to conclude 

that the high-energy component results from the emission of a hot compound-like nucleus, and 

the low-energy component arises from an emission during a later stage of the fission process 

near scission, where the system has a very deformed shape (65]. 

6.2.3 The charged-particle clock 

Since the gas-filled detectors of FOBOS are not sensitive to LCP, correlations of fragments. 

with LCP can be investigated within a 41t-geometry. Interesting possibilities are opened by the 

use of LCP as a charged-particle clock for fission of hot nuclei [63, 66). 

The principle of the adequate so-called neutron clock is described in ref [67]. It is 

based on the discrimination ofprior-to-scission- and post-scission-emitted neutron yields which 

are connected with the time development of the fission process and the corresponding loss of 

E* of the hot nucleus. Conclusions can be made on the dynamics of the fission process 

[68, 69). 
At temperatures of the composite system higher than T :::: 3 MeV, LCP compete with 

neutrons in the evaporation cascade [70]. Although the neutron multiplicity is larger than the 

LCP multiplicity, LCP are usually registered with a larger efficiency. 

The effective solid angle of the scintillator shell of FOBOS (.M1c,1 "' 4 sr) allows 

coincidence measurements with a high statistical accuracy for the study of the interplay of 
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fission and LCP emission of hot nuclei. Correlations of LCP with FF have been 

analyzed for the reaction 
14

N (53 AMeV) + 197 Au [60] to distinguish between different 

sources of LCP emission. The post-scission-emitted component of a-particles could be 

separated from the prior-to-scission-emitted one by comparison of the spectra measured at 

different angles between the main fission axis and the direction of a-particle emission. Under 

certain kinematical conditions the post-scission-emitted component occurs at a larger mean 

energy than the prior-to-scission-emitted one (fig. 39). 
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Fig. 39 The post-scission-emitted component of CL-particles (full triangles) has been separated 

from the prior-to-scission-emitted one by a correlation analysis of the CL-accompanied 

fission in the reaction 
14

N (53 AMeV) + 197 Au. The spectra of CL-particles emitted at a 

mean angle of 30° and 90° with respect to the fission axis are indicated by full squares 

and full circles, respectively. 

The FOBOS spectrometer provides the means for a detailed study of, e.g., the 

dependence of the LCP components on the mass asymmetry of the disintegration, promising 

new insights on the dynamics of the fission process at large primary E*. 
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7. SUMMARY 

The design, main measuring principles, detectors and service technique of the 41t

fragment-spectrometer FOBOS have been described. 

Especial attention has been paid to a detailed description of the calibration procedures 

developed, and to the derivation of physical observables from the measured values. The 

independent determination of the fragment parameters without any assumptions about the 

kinematics of the nuclear reaction considered plays a.key-role for the investigation of the decay 

of hot nuclear systems produced by incomplete fusion. 

The low registration thresholds and the broad dynamic range of the spectrometer make 

it a suitable tool for correlation measurements of charged reaction products in the Fermi

energy domain where low fragment multiplicities dominate. 

The applied method of measurement has special advantages for the study of 

spontaneous fission. 
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Tables 

Table 1 : Geometry of the FOBOS spectrometer in its normal position. 

Ring Module <S> Module <rp> 

type Nr.: 

exit pentagon oo 

1 hexagon 37.377° 1 : 90° 2 : 162° 3 : 234° 4 : 306° 

2 pentagon 63.435° 6 : 126° 7 : 198° 8 : 270° 9 : 342° 

3 hexagon 79.187° 11: 90° 12: 162° 13: 234° 14: 306° 

4 hexagon 100.813° 16: 126° 17: 198° 18: 270° 19: 342° 

5 pentagon 116.565° 21: 90° 22: 162° 23: 234° 24: 306° 

6 hexagon 142.623° 26: 126° 27: 198° 28: 270° 29: 342° 

entrance pentagon 180° 

Table 2: Geometry of the FOBOS forward array. 

Ring Number of <S> 

· phoswich detectors 

I 12 50 

2 16 go 

3 16 10.5° 

4 16 14° 

5 16 18.5° 

6 16 23.5° 
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5 : 18° 

10: 54° 

15: 18° 

20: 54° 

25: 18° 

30: 54° 

Table 3 : Uncertainties (Ia/ a.m.u.) of the fragment mass determination for 

different neutron multiplicities. 

Method Om (On) Om( In) Om ( 4n) 

E-E < 0.2 I 1.53 3.5 3 

TOF-TOF 0.4 1 0.7 3 1.4 3 

1 from cold fission spectra of ref. [ 48]. 

" 2 from 252 Cf(st) data taken at FOBOS [52]. 

3 estimated value assuming a neutron kinetic energy of 2 MeV. 
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· Barnep B. H Jlp. . .- -~E13~97~118 
41t-cneKTpOMeTp q,parMel!TOB <l>QE()C 

.' •. 4rt=cne~TpOMeTp cpparM~HTOB <l>OEOC, pa~p~6~TaHHblH JlJI~ HCCJie)loBaH~H Ha 
nyiIKax TH)KeJibJX HO HOB C 3Hepm~MH OT, 10 Jl() 1 OQ AM3B, BBe)leH B 3Kcnnyarnumo 
}lJIH qJH3H'IeCKHX 3KCnepHMeHTO( B J1a6opaTOpH11 H)lepHblX peaKJ,lHH HM. r.H.~]!e
p_o~a 06-6e)lH~eHHOrO HIICTIITYTa H)lepHblX. HCCJie)lOBiiHlfH. ·• -, . . , : J • -

. . OcHOBaHllaH mi np11iiu11rie.norap11cpMH~eCKOm )leTeKT()pa, :5'~TaHOJnrn" <l>OEOC . 
.. MO)KeT pemcTp11poBaTb 3apH)KeHHbJe cppaiiteJITbl OT npOT0l!OB .rio TH)KeJlbIX OCTaTO'l
. HhIX HJlep -B lllH_p'oKOM JlHIJaMll'le~KOM miaria3011e. . ' , . ~ .• . . . . 

Jlo311u11mrno-'lyBCTBHTeJ1bHhie JiaBHHllble -~. C'leT'IHKH, . . op3rr0BCKite 
• HOHH3aUHOHHhI~ ·KaMepbt ~" CUHHT-HJIJIHUHOHHhte deTeKTOpbt ua oa3e K'piicTMJIOB 
.Csl(TI) o6pa3ytoT ~pH JlCTeJCTOpUbte o60JIOYK~. Eonee rpauynHpHaH ,cucTeMa _H3 
· cpocBH'I-JleTeKTopoB · i-tcnoJih3yeTc51' B Ka'leCTBe nepeJlHero JleTeinopa · noi:l Ma-

, r •• • < ~ • • ,-....__~ •• • • • - •, • •, -✓ • , • • • • • .• ::• • • 

_JieHhKHMH ,nOJIHpHblMH yrnaMH. . . -~-
< _ Mo~ynHpH·aH KoucpmypauHH. ycrn1mBKII <l>OEOC yJlOBJieTBoj)HeT pa:ihH'IHbH,( 
-rpe60Bl).IIHHM cpmtttiec,ot~ 3KCnepHMeHTOB' B o6nacTH cneK;poMeTpHH cppa~tel!TOB 
HJlepi11>1x peaKUIIH npH cp~JlHHX MHO)K~ErneHHOCTHX 'lacniu: - ,. 

Pa6oTa BbtnOJil!e'Ha BJ1ll6opaTtpHH H)lepHb~X peaKUHi-i_HM.r:H.<1>nep~Ba'mun1. 
• • ~ ., • - I •. • • • • ' • •• • 

TTpenp'HHT Qm,e)ll!Hemioro HHCTnTyra 'l1)1epm,1l( HCCJle)lOBaHttii: .Lly6tta, 1997. 
, '. .- I -- , •. , ., ..• , 1 • • -·. 

WagnerW:et al,·• _ . . . E13-97~U8 
The 41t-Fragment7Spectrometer FOBOS .. . . . . . . 

If"' -• - ," ·. . • - . . - -._ '-~ -. _:~. • - ·. ·--. . : ·• . ·~- • . ' -

: The• 41t:fragment-spectrometer · FOB OS_ developed• for, heavy~fon research at 
beam· energies of 10 -i; 100 A Me V has been commissioned for physical e~periments 
at the FLNR of the Joint I~stitute for NucJear Research: _Based on th~ logarithmic 
detector principle, it is able io regist~r.chargedfrag'ments fromprntons up to heavy 
res.idual nuclei in ~ large dynamic· range: Positioi-sensitive av~lanche counters, axial 
ionization -~hambers a~d Csl(TI) _scintillation' detector~ are arranged in three 
concentric detector.shells. An array of phoswich detectors is used ai;a more granular 
forward detector at narrow polar ai-i'gles, The modular concept of FOBOS aifows for. 
different experimental application· in the field of exclusive fragment spectroscopy at 
medium multiplicities; · · · .. . 

The investigation has been performed at the 'Flerov ,Lahorat6r)' of Nuclear; 
Reactions, JINR. . 

• : ~ >, ,.-! + • ...... 
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